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Abstract:  
The emergence of Khudai Khidmatgar movement has been one of 

the important politico-social and cultural occurrences in the history 

of Indo-Pak. The way the movement evolved shows that there 

were no blue-prints that were followed for the social, cultural and 

political organization of the Pashtuns in that particular time (1930-

1947) and space. The authors strive to trace the footprints of the 

creators of this movement that has incarnated political and social 

awakening in the distinct social strata. Bacha Khan’s concept and 

practices of non-violence evolved from within the social and 

cultural milieu that gradually culminated into a nonviolent anti-

imperialist movement of his time. 
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You have learnt how it was said; “Eye for eye and tooth for tooth. ‘But I 

Say to you, Offer the wicked man no resistance. If anyone strikes you on 

the right cheek, turn the other also; if a man takes you to law and would 

have you tunic, let him have your cloak as well. And if anyone orders you 

to go one mile, go two miles with him”(1). Mt. 5. 38-41  
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(Compassion)(

 

(C. A, Bayly)(Empire and Information)(

“The safety of the Indian Empire and also that the British Empire depends 

on whether or not we hold the North-West Frontier of India. If Frontier 

goes, India goes, India goes, and if India goes, it means serious loss and 

damage to the British Empire as well. We should always bear that in 

mind”(2).
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“The Uniqueness of Afghanistan lies not at the hub of disparate empires; 

after all, flatlands of northern Poland and central Iraq have been equally well 

trod by rampaging armies. Afghanistan continuously violent history is due 

in equal measure in to the name of its territory, which has in turn influenced 

the nature of its people” (3).
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ءء١٨۴٩١١٩٠١

۶٠۶.(4) 

 ء ١٩٠١

(Charles Allen)(

 

(Blue Print) (

ءء١٨۵٧
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.(5).
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(The Pathan Unarmed)((Non-

Violence Soldier of Islam)V

٧ ٧٠

Mukulinka 

BanerjeeB

 

٣٢٣
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(Social Structure)(

(Socially Constructed 

Behaviros) B

(Limitation)(
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 “The Khudai Khidmathgaars grew substantially through the 1930s. By 

1938, British Intelligence reported 386 Congress Committees across the 

province (Compared to 8 in 1932) spread across 220 towns and villages.  

The wider red shirt membership was far larger, however and governor 

reported that over 50,000 ‘would call themselves the red shirts’; the 

organization is therefore widespread, and for the moment seems to have 

reached saturation point”(6).  

ءء١٩٣٠

ءء١٩٣٨

٣٨۶٣٢٢٠ 

۵٠٠٠٠۵

..

 (7)
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١٩١۶١

١٩١٩١

١٩٢١

 ء ١٩٢٩

ءء١٩٣٠
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(The North-West frontier Drama, 1945-1947)(T 

 “Combining through long unexamined records, the author found that in 

1932, The NWFP with a population of just 3 million accounted for 5,557 

convictions for civil disobedience compared with 1,620 in Punjab which had 

five times as many inhabitants”(8). 

٣ ۵۵۵٧۵

١۶١ ٢٠ 

  

“Ghaffar Khan repeatedly affirmed the essential goodness behind the 

Pakhtun way of life and highlighted its great traditions of honor and 

hospitality, but he was against the evils which had crept into it through 

time”(9). 

..
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ء ء ١٩٣٠

(The Pacifist Uncovered)(T

“ In the single worst incident, the British killed at least 200 Khidmatgar 

members in Peshawar on April 23, 1930. Gene Sharp, who has written a 

study of nonviolent resistance, describes the scene on that day: "When 

those in front fell down wounded by the shots, those behind came forward 

with their breasts bared and exposed themselves to the fire, so much so that 

some people got as many as twenty-one bullet wounds in their bodies, and 

all the people stood their ground without getting into a panic"(10). 
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٢٠٠٢

١٩٣٠١ ٢٣

٢١ 

..

“The Anglo-Indian paper of Lahore, which represents the official view, 

itself wrote to the effect that the people came forward one after another to 

face the firing and when they fell wounded they were dragged back and 

others came forward to be shot at. This state of things continued from 11 

till 5 o'clock in the evening. When the number of corpses became too 

many, the ambulance cars of the government took them away”(11). 
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“Yours is the true Non-violence, it is the non-violence of the strong, not the 

non-violence of the weak and starving”(12). 

.

ء ١٩٣٠

١٨٩٧١٩۶٠١

 

١٩١٠
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Behavioral ChangeB

ء ء١٩٣٨

١٧
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Attitude)A
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